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Sport-focused, well-designed and attractively priced, the Infiniti G35 is an excellent choice for
an entry-level luxury sport sedan. For most luxury automakers, creating a car to successfully
take on BMW's 3 Series is a seemingly impossible task. Need proof? The critically acclaimed 3
outsells its rivals by a factor of at least two to one. But thanks to its solid qualifications in
performance, design and luxury, the Infiniti G35 is one of the few entry-level luxury sport
sedans that can match the 3 in almost all areas. This year's G35 is coming off a full redesign
just last year. The redesign was aimed at improving the first-generation G35, a car that didn't
need much improving to begin with. Key improvements over the previous car included a revised
and more powerful 3. A few new features debuted as well, such as active four-wheel steering,
adaptive cruise control, a rearview camera and a rev-matching feature for the automatic
transmission's manual shift mode. We've been able to test the latest generation extensively and
have come away very impressed. The car's performance capabilities are certainly its strongest
points. The standard horsepower engine provides plenty of thrust, and it's backed by stable
handling dynamics and great brakes. Nor does this performance focus come at the expense of
comfort. The G's interior is sharply styled, decently roomy for this class of car and can be
equipped with an optional hard-drive-based navigation system that can also store music files.
There are some minor issues with the Infiniti G The weighting of the steering, for instance, can
feel artificial at times, and manual transmission-equipped cars have a tricky clutch engagement.
But overall, the G35 is one of our favorite luxury sport sedans, especially when price is factored
in -- even fully equipped, the G35 can cost thousands less than the competition. All are
excellent choices. But if we'd have to name one car capable of rattling the 3 Series, the G35
would be our pick. The Journey trim builds on this equipment with automatic headlights,
dual-zone automatic climate control, an upgraded passenger seat and a six-CD changer. The
G35x is equipped similar to the Journey, but adds standard heated front seats and mirrors.
Sport models are similar to the Journey as well, but have a sport-tuned suspension, larger
brakes, inch wheels, a limited-slip differential and sport seats. Infiniti offers a variety of options
for the upper three trims. A Premium Package adds a sunroof, power steering column,
driver-position memory, Bluetooth, heated seats and mirrors for non-G35x models , a Bose
premium audio system and a dedicated iPod interface. One can also get a rearview camera and
a hard drive-based navigation system with real-time traffic and digital music storage capability.
The six-CD changer moves from the dash to the trunk. When equipped with the above features,
a Technology Package becomes available, which includes adaptive cruise control and adaptive
headlights. A four-wheel-steering feature is offered for the Journey and Sport only. You can also
get much of the Sport's specialized standard equipment as part of an optional sport package on
the Journey and G35x. The G35's 3. The G35x has all-wheel drive; all others are rear-drive. Most
models will have a five-speed automatic transmission with manual shift control and downshift
rev-matching. A six-speed manual transmission is exclusive to the Sport 6MT. All versions are
blindingly fast -- an automatic-equipped G35 we tested ran to 60 mph in 5. Antilock disc brakes
with brake assist, front-seat side airbags, full-length curtain airbags, anti-whiplash front head
restraints, traction control and stability control are standard on all G35s. Models with the
optional Technology Package get front seatbelts that can better prepare for front occupant
safety if a collision is anticipated. Refinement is often the goal for luxury sport sedans. This
holds true for the Infiniti G35, but a few aspects can often feel like they belong to a muscle car.
The 3. More so than just about any other car in this class, the G35 feels best when driven hard.
This isn't to say the G errs too heavily on the side of sport. The suspension is compliant over
most pavement surfaces, allowing the car to be ready for just about any driving occasion: daily
commute, mile road trip or blasting through that remote mountain road. We're not particularly
fond of the steering, however, as it fails to weight up properly in corners and provides limited
feedback. The six-speed manual transmission is also disappointing, as its clutch pedal is heavy
and tricky to engage. The five-speed automatic is just fine, however, thanks to its quick-shifting
paddles mounted on the steering column and rev-matched downshifts. The G35 offers
user-friendly controls, excellent build quality and handsome design -- the latter highlighted by
such items as the car's leather-accented magnesium transmission paddle shifters and the
"Japanese Washi-paper finish" aluminum trim or optional wood trim that provides a refreshingly
unique take on cabin decoration. A fairly long wheelbase of On manual-transmission cars,
we've found that the design of the cupholders and interior storage is lacking in terms of
functionality. Two-year follow up on my G35xS. Have the "S" pckge which makes car even
better. The "S" package is 18" beautiful wheels, different front facia, side rocker panel, paddle
shifters, sport seats. Bought used and have owned two years and put on over 50k miles. ZERO
problems with this car. Reliability has been rock-solid. Other than typical maintenance I have
put nothing into this car. The AWD system in this car is flawless. I had my eyes on this car since
when it came out. I got my G35x after getting rid of my Maxima which was great except for the

pathetic turning circle. I purchased a pre owned car with 27K on it. Looks and rides like new.
This is my dream car. Maybe I have low expectations of a dream car Lamborghini maybe? The
car is beautiful on the outside and inside. It is comfortable, quiet, has a killer Bose sound
system, and handles fantastic. I had the same engine in my Maxima but you not know it here.
The engine makes a sweet growl and has amazing power off the line and consistent through the
RPM. Something Infiniti did with the drivetrain and they did it right!! Got this car to replace a
totalled '02 bmw xi. Shopping for cars was a real disappointment, everything was either too
underpowered or too expensive. Infiniti's value blew me away; I test drove a g35 and bought it
later that day. Sure, the Germans make a smoother ride, but the g35 is quicker. The HP V6 is a
blast to drive and its interior is feature rich and well designed. The nav system is very intuitive
and well designed, especially the steering wheel controls. Rear wheel drive gives it a great
sporty feel but is useless in the snow without proper tires. The gas mileage is terrible, I get
about 13 mpg in the city. I was sketchy about the price but i test drove this car once and bought
it the same day. I love everything about the car! Feels like I am in a grand luxury car whenever I
drive it. I have leather seats and a sunroof which is great for the hot and humid Florida weather.
The exhaust sounds like a bad ass : when turning on and driving off with the car. The power is
strong. The tire to road frequency is great. Tires grip the road beautifully. Boast and sound
system is not that loud hearing music from the outside, but the inside sounds good. I get about
mpg on the hwy and about on the road. I'm a female so I don't drive harshly or roughly. My car
has black stripes and is silver and I get so much compliments from it. I have miles on it and it
drives like new. Maintenance is so expensive that is a con! If u cannot afford it, don't buy an
Infiniti! Repair is not a big issue because I have not replaced much yet except for my hoses and
battery which is about altogethor And that's it. After k drive belts and fluids are needed to be
changed 8 years later and that's it. Hopefully it will last another decade. Brakes don't last very
long and they are very expensive when u go to the dealer!!! But other then that once u drive
you'll feel very confident with the car because its so perfect. I shoudlve gave the car interior
three stars because the steering wheel chips and looks nasty so I put a cover on it and the
doors are chipping and scratched on the drivers side so be gentle when it comes to cleaning
products. Water works just fine. The seats are so perfect. I wipe them with water and that's it.
They are so climate controlled but I think because its leather and thseres a switch to warm up
that seats when its cold. When going over bumps, u must be cautious because I could hear the
scratching noise under the car! Even when going slowly. Thank god under the car has a
covering. Write a review. See all reviews. Available styles include 4dr Sedan 3. Overall,
Edmunds users rate the G35 4. Edmunds consumer reviews allow users to sift through
aggregated consumer reviews to understand what other drivers are saying about any vehicle in
our database. Detailed rating breakdowns including performance, comfort, value, interior,
exterior design, build quality, and reliability are available as well to provide shoppers with a
comprehensive understanding of why customers like the G Our rich content includes expert
reviews and recommendations for the G35 featuring deep dives into trim levels and features,
performance, mpg, safety, interior, and driving. Edmunds also offers expert ratings, road test
and performance data, long-term road tests, first-drive reviews, video reviews and more. This
review was written by a member of Edmunds' editorial team of expert car reviewers. Our team
drives every car you can buy. We put the vehicles through rigorous testing, evaluating how they
drive and comparing them in detail to their competitors. We're also regular people like you, so
we pay attention to all the different ways people use their cars every day. We want to know if
there's enough room for our families and our weekend gear and whether or not our favorite
drink fits in the cupholder. Our editors want to help you make the best decision on a car that fits
your life. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a car from our
massive database to find cheap vehicles for sale near you. Edmunds has deep data on over 6
million new, used, and certified pre-owned vehicles, including rich, trim-level features and
specs information like: MSRP, average price paid, warranty information basic, drivetrain, and
maintenance , features upholstery, bluetooth, navigation, heated seating, cooled seating, cruise
control, parking assistance, keyless ignition, satellite radio, folding rears seats ,run flat tires,
wheel type, tire size, wheel tire, sunroof, etc. Edmunds also provides tools to allow shopper to
compare vehicles to similar models of their choosing by warranty, interior features, exterior
features, specifications, fuel economy, vehicle dimensions, consumer rating, edmunds rating,
and color. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that
car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to
make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years.
Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also
good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Popular searches.
My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Artificial

steering feel, tricky clutch pedal with six-speed manual. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP
Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review Sport-focused, well-designed and attractively
priced, the Infiniti G35 is an excellent choice for an entry-level luxury sport sedan. Fully
redesigned last year, the Infiniti G35 sedan heads into without any significant changes. Last
year's G35 coupe has been discontinued and replaced with the all-new G37 coupe, which is
reviewed separately. Sponsored cars related to the G Most helpful consumer reviews 4. The
Edmunds experts tested the G35 both on the road and at the track. What about cargo capacity?
When you're thinking about carrying stuff in your new car, keep in mind that the G35 has And
then there's safety and reliability. Learn more. Look for specific complaints that keep popping
up in the reviews, and be sure to compare the G35's average consumer rating to that of
competing vehicles. Safety scores, fuel economy, cargo capacity and feature availability should
all be factors in determining whether the G35 is a good car for you. Check back soon for the
official Edmunds Rating from our expert testing team Learn more. Other versions include: 4dr
Sedan 3. G35 variants include 4dr Sedan 3. Our Review Process This review was written by a
member of Edmunds' editorial team of expert car reviewers. Consider a broader search. Why
trust Edmunds? Sign Up. A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been
stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls.
For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and
has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that
has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of
used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In
addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their
customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records,
CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including
government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships,
insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has
collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price
was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
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d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

